Within the field of the new media, the Internet is recognised by a growing number of researchers both as source and tool for examining and analysing religions and religious activities. Today a wide range of religious rituals is crossing the border from the offline to the online realm. On personal homepages as well as on institutional websites (e.g. churches) one can find classical ritual texts, different descriptions of rituals and a lot of ritual prescripts, which together inform or guide the user in ritual behaviour. It becomes evident that by the change of media the rituals as well as the religions as a whole undergo certain processes of change, adaptation and innovation.

On webpages containing Rituals Online, a wide range of highly complex transfer and design processes take place which affect the planning and accomplishment of religiousness and religious performance on the Internet. Besides tracing the different patterns and structures of these processes, one also has to think about the new theoretical and methodological challenges the researchers in Religious and Ritual Studies are confronted with since the Internet offers a new and nearly boundless field and space for academic study.

THE CONCEPT OF "RITUAL DYNAMICS" [1]
For the academic discipline “Religious Studies” which is nowadays mostly culture orientated, the wide field of rituals presents a challenging subject of investigation.

That is especially the case since the propositions of classical Ritual Theory¹ are being challenged more and more and consequently new theoretical

concepts arise. A brief survey of the history of the term „ritual” and of the
development of theoretical concepts concerning rituals shows a wide and
diversifying field of different approaches and sentiments. The first theorists
of ritual like James Frazer, Arnold van Gennep or Emile Durckheim² tried to
verify the term ritual on the basis of functional or essential content. Their
approaches have influenced the scientific reflection about this topic for a
long time. Looking for the “pure” core of a ritual or intertwining the society
with ritual behaviour set the basic elements for numerous trials to obtain a
proper definition of the term ritual. A modern understanding in ritual theory
was not established until the so called cultural turn in humanities in the
early 1970s.

Later theorists like Mary Douglas, Stanley Tambiah or Clifford Geertz³
among others have underlined the communicative or performative aspects
of rituals. The central terms shaped by these scholars emphasized certain as-
pects of interaction and ritual behaviour which allowed a sophistication of
levels and patterns of theoretical description. Most of these more recent con-
cepts were developed by newly evaluating the established theoretic as-
sumptions.

This is the case for the concept which will be briefly discussed below.
One of the most current scientific approaches in the field of ritual is the
concept Ritual Dynamics which was shaped by the Collaborative Research
Centre 619⁴ at the University of Heidelberg/Germany. By systematically
challenging characteristics which were used again and again in former ap-
proaches of defining ritual – for example that rituals are unchangeable, have
a defined form, consist of formalized sequences of action, are based on com-
nunity – the concept of Ritual Dynamics was developed.

New scientific results reveal that rituals show dynamic structures which
up to now were mostly underestimated. These dynamics manifest them-
selves in various processes concerning all dimensions of a ritual, e. g. the
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participant(s), the setting, the time, the performance, the involved objects (ceremonial cloth or artefacts) or the ritual text corpus. Among other things diverse forms of transfer processes can be identified which affect the constitution or performance of rituals. These processes of transfer become evident if the context of a ritual changes meaning, the ritual is transferred to a new context or the context surrounding the ritual is transferred. This happens, for example, in the case of migration, political change or if the ritual is transferred to a new media.

There are also processes of adaptations where elements taken from a foreign cultural or religious tradition are integrated in ritual structures which already exist. Furthermore processes of invention can be observed where parts of rituals or even complex ritual structures are completely created from scratch. From an emic point of view these inventions are often presented as reinventions by relating the ritual to a former and reputedly authentic tradition. The various processes described above are also part of the concept Ritual Design which stresses in a theoretical way the creative aspects of the concept Ritual Dynamics. It can be presumed that rituals consist of certain patchwork structures constructed in conscious or unconscious processes which are composed of adaptations, innovations or individual combinations of different elements. Therefore it is possible that rituals are indeed designed, modulated or adapted according to the own religious or ritual needs.

The creators draw the required ritual elements from a wide and complex pool – the so called cluster – of religious and ritual supply which is connected by various discursive processes of negotiation within this framework.

In summary, the analysis of case studies from diverse cultural and temporal contexts reveal that the traditional perceptions of rituals as static, re-
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petitive and stereotyped in behaviour do not apply in a vast majority of cases. In contrast, the results show that rituals are very complex and have particularly dynamic structures with a highly creative potential which therefore need to be analysed applying new theoretical and methodological tools.

RITUALS ON THE INTERNET [2]

The dynamic structures within rituals can be observed and analysed in the Internet in an excellent way.

Since the rapid diffusion of this new media, beginning roughly in 1995/96, the researchers of Religious Studies have been confronted with an expeditiously growing number of religious and ritual sources on the Internet. Various religious traditions are being presented on homepages, religious and ritualistic topics are discussed in chats or newsgroups, even in online games rituals such as weddings take place. Like in any other social media the Internet, too, is a place were various aspects of religiousness and rituals are discussed and negotiated.

But at this point it is important to recognise that beside religious groups and organisations it is above all a nearly unmanageable number of individuals who are present in this media, some with their own webpages, some as participants in internet-based communication structures like forums or chats. This offers a wide and excellent field of investigation for the researcher of Religious Studies which has been widely ignored and neglected by the scientific community up to now. Therefore the main focus of analysis below will be on rituals.

According to the distinction of Religion Online and Online Religion, based on an approach from the Canadian sociologist Christopher Helland,¹⁰ the
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The distinction of the terms information zone (=Religion Online) and interactivity zone (=Online-Religion) introduced by Helland in 2000, is not valid any more today due to the latest development of the Internet which dissolves the boundaries of both zones. The direct connection of information, communication and interaction marked the initial point for the so called Web2.0.
terms Ritual Online and Online-Ritual can be defined in analogy. They can be used as heuristic working categories. Ritual Online often indicates ritual texts, ritual prescripts or descriptions of rituals which are provided online, but the performance of the rituals is conducted offline. One example are prayer texts which are provided online by religious organisations e.g. the Christian Church on the one hand and on the other hand by numerous individuals. Therefore these texts can be read nearly arbitrarily. On the other hand, the expression Online-Ritual represents rituals whose complete performance takes place in cyberspace. In numerous Online-Rituals it is possible to accomplish the ritual by using the mouse pointer. In 3D environments one can alternatively make use of an „avatar“ as virtual agent of the real person to perform a ritual. Evidently both heuristic categories are highly idealized. In many cases the boundaries are being blurred, for example if one part of the ritual is performed online whereas the other part has to be conducted in front of the screen in the offline area due to the need for real candles, real food, etc. Furthermore it has to be taken into account that even in an Online-Ritual when using a virtual avatar there is the real body of the participant separated from the ritual virtual space but who is involved in the ritual action at the same time by providing the agency for the ritual. These complex relations between the online and the offline context have to be taken into consideration when analysing Rituals Online and Online-Rituals.

Both types of ritual categories from various religious traditions can be found on the Internet, but due to the technical conditions Online-Rituals are a growing but still less popular phenomenon. With the rapid change of technology this situation is expected to change soon.

AN INDIVIDUAL PRAYER AS ONE EXAMPLE OF RITUALS ONLINE [3]

In the following an example of a Ritual Online will be presented. On the personal homepage „Lichtengel“ (Angel of Light) which focuses on angels
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we can find the following text of a prayer with the title „Erkenntnis“ (awareness):  

“I choose live and  
Lie down in your divine bosom.  
I beg for the grace  
To see the union of the sun and the moon  
And to overcome the separation of my spirit.  
I beg for the grace  
To transform the fear in my heart.  
I melt into the higher truth  
Until I am perfectly clear and peaceful.  
Let me become the torch on the path of the One.  
God, my yearning for YOU is great!!  
Embrace me with YOUR breath,  
Bless me in YOUR light.  
Flush my whole being,  
My spirit, my consciousness and my body  
With the golden light of forgiveness  
And the silver light of enlightenment.”

Subsequently the author of the webpage provides the information that the text was created in January 2004 and was inspired from various sources.

Prayers are one form of ritual texts and in general seen as very personal expressions of the own faith. Besides traditional prayers which often find their way into liturgical forms in the regions of Western Christianity, we can observe a high number of very individual prayers which are created and used by a single person depending on their recent situation. Due to the fact
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that until now these prayers are usually spoken and performed in private without written record it was only possible to analyse those prayers which derived from a theological upper-class discourse or which were published by a group of privileged authors. For Scholars of Religious Studies this situation changed fundamentally with the establishment of the Internet.

Thus the Internet as a media where people (mostly from First World Countries) are increasingly becoming able to participate actively is consequently also a place where transient personal prayer texts are published and therefore become visible for the researchers for the first time. When analysing these texts one can find distinct patterns of conscious or unconscious patchworking. In addition to the use of terms derived from the ecclesiastic Christian tradition like “grace” or the words describing the light and the breath of God there are also many notions deriving clearly from other religious traditions. The expression “melt into the higher truth” might be derived from a mystic tradition whereas the word “enlightenment” points toward Buddhism. The appeal for silver and golden light might be borrowed from the energetic Light-Worker Movement which applies multicoloured light for healing. A ritual text like this can be seen as a mirror reflecting the different negotiation processes in which the individual is involved within the framework of – in this example – the Christian, Buddhist, mystic etc. cluster. From this a religious identity involving the field of rituals is constantly constructed by the individuals using the available elements which fit into their recent personal situation. In most cases the authors of individual prayers like the one quoted above do not identify or name the different religious sources explicitly. This indicates that from an emic point of view, there are less problems of coherence. On the contrary, it seems rather a regular case to use elements from diverse religious and ritual traditions which from an emic perspective do not affect the efficacy of a ritual.

RITUALITY, RELIGIOUSNESS AND THE PERSPECTIVE OF INDIVIDUALS [4]

The results delineated from the field Rituals Online make it possible to draw some conclusions on a more theoretical level. By applying the con-
cepts of Ritual Transfer and Ritual Design as possible points of analysis, Rituals Online clearly show the dynamic structures and developments of rituals in general. For the coverage and the analysis of the entire field it can be very instructive to also consider the perspective of individuals. The change of perspectives – from upper-class discourses to individual perceptions – with its associated implications and consequences can be conceptually described with the term Individual Rituality. 19

Therefore it is not sufficient to merely describe an emic perspective. This would only amount to an atomised case study which would be informative with regard to certain research questions but which seems to be only contingently of interest in terms of the elaboration of a general theory of rituals. This means that the emic perspective has to be analysed from a scientific point of view particularly with regard to certain patterns of the development of ritual structures which were presumed in these texts. The results of the analysis have to be embedded into social, political, cultural and scientific discourses they derive from. The interdependence of various perspectives and discursive levels demands new impulses for the further building of ritual theory. On the basis of first results from recent projects it can be expected that nearly all classical categories and schemes of interpretation have to be re-evaluated or even replaced by new non-systemic approaches.

The basis for the approach Individual Rituality is a recent discussion at the Heidelberg Institute of Religious Studies where the concept Individual Religiousness is developed within an interdisciplinary scenario. A fundamental change of perspectives is one of the key concepts. By taking individual religious constellations into account, the diversity of the field of religions becomes evident. The dynamic processes which occur due the interdependencies between the different perspectives can also be recognized in this scenario.

One consequence of the turn of perspectives becomes clear with the fact that nearly all of the systemic categories for the description and analysis of religious traditions do not fit any more. So it not only seems to be necessary but demanded to think about new terms of description which are able to cope with the dynamic and fluctuating patterns occurring in a history of religions which also includes individuals as an important factor.

19 Together with Simone Heidbrink the author is currently preparing a publication concerning the presentation of this concept.